
 

Comparisons Of Seasons: Summer And Winter

We have four seasons in the year, the ones that stand out the most are summer and winter.
Mother Nature does not know how to make up her mind, she is not sure on the weather she
wants nor the clothes and activities she likes. Summer and Winter influence on how we dress,
live, and our daily activities. Winter is the coldest season and occurs between autumn and
spring. Summer is the warmest season which include June, July, and August. There are many
differences between the two seasons and I personally think that winter is the best season, it
offers way more comfort than summer. 

Many people have their opinions on what season is the best. I think winter offers a lot more
comfort than summer and is a better season for good food and getting together with families. In
winter you can eat more hot foods than you can in the summertime because it's too hot for soup
or anything too hot. You have Christmas, Thanksgiving, and New Years in the winter, which are
all great holidays to celebrate with family and friends. In the cold you get to layer up and cuddle
by the fire while drinking a nice hot chocolate. 

There's a lot of people who will argue with me and say that summertime is the best season out
of the year. Don’t get me wrong I love summer as well, but sometimes it just gets way too hot
outside for me to want to do anything. A lot of people would say they like to sit outside and eat
ice cream or have a family gathering and host a cookout. During summer you won’t be
comfortable wearing anything to heavy and you cannot layer up on clothing or else it will be too
hot. Summer is the best time for people to go out and take a vacation because than school is
out. 

There are many different activities between the two seasons. Both winter and summer can have
outdoor activities. In the winter you can go sledding with your family, build things out of the
snow, and go on walks to look at all the beautiful lights hanging on the houses. The beach is
always popular in the summer, people gathering and drinking cool drinks with dipping their feet
in the water is always the best way to start your summer. In my opinion there is nothing better
than going to the zoo to look at the animals and the lights before Christmas sipping on a nice
hot chocolate. 

In conclusion, our lives are impacted by the changes of the seasons. Even though we have four
seasons of the year winter and summer stand out to us more than any other. The way we dress
and the activities that we participate in all depend on the different seasons. Summer and winter
both play the most important roles of the seasons, summer is where you can go and relax
outside in the warm sun while winter is filled with coziness, and more activities to do with your
families. Weather if we like the snow or the warmth of the sun, we cannot choose between one
or the other, both seasons happen year-round. 
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